Course Crosslistings
Course Descr
Approved Special Topics Title
MyReports Title
Effective Term

CSG 304
SOS 373

Seminars, Energy, and Society

GEO 337

Earth’s Critical Zone

GEO 475
GEO 476

Earth’s Past Climates

GRI 213
GRI 214

Society and Environment

GRI 215

Landforms Processes

GRI 216

Introduction to Climatology / Climate and Weather

GRI 304

Global Change

GRI 305

Geography of Natural Resources

GRI 422

Remote Sensing

HMC 294, HSC 294, SCS 294

Special Topics

Anne Dr Science & Society

Anne Dr Science & Society

HCR 494
HUL 494, HSA 494, SST 494

Special Topics

Aging in American Culture

Aging in American Culture

HSA 494
HCR 494, SST 494

Special Topics

Aging in American Culture

Aging in American Culture

HCR 494
HUL 404, HSA 404, SST 404

Special Topics

Aging in American Culture

Aging in American Culture

HTR 294

Basic Concepts of COVER Response

HTR 308

Culture and Society in England, Ireland, and Scotland

HTR 314

Chinese Science and Medicine

HTR 315

Chinese Science and Medicine

HTR 317

History of Science #

HTR 322

History of Chinese Medicine

HTR 323

History of Medicine

HTR 324

The Darwinian Revolution

HTR 325

Exploration and Science

HTR 326

Geology and Society

HTR 327

Science and Social Change

HTR 328

Special Topics

Ecology & Society - 19th Century

Ecology & Society - 19th Century

HTR 329

Special Topics

Philosophy of Biology and Medicine

Philosophy of Bio and Med Int

HTR 330

Special Topics

Science and Social Change

HTR 332

Special Topics

Technology, Society, and Human Values

HTR 410

Special Topics

Professional Values in Science

HTR 411

Biomedical Research Ethics

HTR 494
HON 494, PHI 494

Special Topics

The Scientific Revolution

The Scientific Revolution

HTR 494
HTR 394, HTR 494

Special Topics (Pro-seminar)

Embryo Project Seminar

Embryo Project Seminar

HST 301

ASB 321, EHS 301

Global History of Health

HST 303

SCL 303

History and Philosophy of Sustainability

HST 305

HPS 323

Chinese Science and Medicine/History of Chinese Medicine

HST 330

HTR 394, PHI 394, SOS 394

Special Topics

Heat and Pollution of Sustainability

Heat and Pollution of Sustainability

HST 494

ASB, BIO, ENG, HUL, JUS, PHI, REL, SS 494

Special Topics

Epidemic Emergences

Epidemic Emergences

HΥ 394
PHV 394, STH 394, PHI 394

Ethics in Engineering and Technology

HΥ 395

SCL 394, HUN 394

Technological Catastrophes

HΥ 494
HUL 494, HSA 494, SST 494

Special Topics

Aging in American Culture

Aging in American Culture

HΥ 494

HTR 494, PHI 494, PHI 494

Special Topics

Epidemic Emergences

Epidemic Emergences

HΥ 494

ASB, BIO, ENG, HUL, JUS, REL, PHI, REL, SS 494

Special Topics

Epidemic Emergences

Epidemic Emergences

HΥ 494

ENG 494, SCL 494

Information Overload

Information Overload

IAS 124

MOD 130, PHI 230

Biotechnology

IAT 364

HUN 364, PHI 364

Special Topics

Designing and Making for an Interplanetary Future

Designing and Making for an Interplanetary Future

IAT 394

SCL 394, HUN 394

Social and Cultural History of Science

IAT 394

SCL 394, HUN 394

Social and Cultural History of Science

IAT 394

SCL 394, PHI 394

Social and Cultural History of Science

IAT 394

SCL 394, HUN 394

Social and Cultural History of Science

JUL 317

APR 317

Genes, Race and Society

JUL 404

ASB, BIO, ENG, HUL, JUS, PHI, REL, SS 494

Special Topics

Epidemic Emergences

Epidemic Emergences

KAT 291

Special Topics

Sci & Engineering Climate Change

KAT 294

Biotechnology

KAT 304

Genetic Engineering and Society

KAT 314

SOS 314

NH/Adic. Science, Behavior, and Society

KAT 319

Materials and Simulation

KAT 334

Special Topics

Materials and Civilization

KAT 494
HUN 494

Special Topics

Nonotech/Persp/Entptrn Oppt

Nonotech/Persp/Entptrn Oppt

PAF 390

Introduction to Science & Technology Policy

PAF 390

HUN 390

Biotechnology

PAF 396

HUN 396

Biotechnology

PAF 398

HUN 398

Biotechnology

PAF 398

HUN 398

Biotechnology

PHI 314

Biotechnology

PHI 321

Philosophy of Science

PHI 322

Biotechnology

PHI 322

Biotechnology

PHI 324

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 325

Biotechnology

PHI 326

Biotechnology